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About This Game

Kingdom of Yan , a world of all catastrophes......
The land is drought , hunger and disease attributed to bloodshed and cruelty .

With the guidance of God , you have experienced greatness of hardships come to this land .
Evil rises , the dark lord is awakening to rule

the world again to infinite darkness .
He brought back Fires and Sinister , and the world of all things therefore dying again .

Only the holy craft would destroy the evil .
And you , the mighty warrior,

are set for this quest of conquer !

Conquer is an action-packed combat game experience crafted exclusively for VR/MR . The story is set in age of ancient
times where the players will explore the game's dilapidated world, Kingdom of Yan , which is occupied by evil beasts,

carrying the sacred gift of the gods to complete a quest against evil .

KEY FEATURES:

IMMERSIVE natural surroundings:

The high quality of the next generation of production allow the players to fully integrate into the game atmosphere .
Underground dark scary caves , the wonders of sky way , flamed waterfalls , and more all allow you to immerse yourself in the

visual phenomenon of Yan Kingdom .
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DIFFERENT weapons In place:

The game provides three weapons , through the use of fighting points to unlock & experience the thrill of different attacks .

COMBAT & strategy play :

In different scenes , players will challenge various types of evil creatures , as well as strategy settings which will tap into player's
logic skills bringing the excitement beyond the combat experience .

MASTER battle skills:

Players can unlock different weapons by practicing , learning counterattacks , disrupting, shifting , and releasing the ultimate
moves to score high points .

OPTIMIZED for the VR experience:

Superb balance between computer configuration , game graphic and effortless navigation , giving the players the highest visual
quality through the in-game setting menu .
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Title: Conquer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wan Studio
Publisher:
Wan Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: window7 64bit

Processor: 2.8GHz dual-core CPU

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Very good game. Should have much more recognition then it currently has. I enjoyed it quite a bit and hope for more games in
the future from this developer.. Really cool mod, bring the british forces to RHO2 with awesome maps for free. Can't miss it!!!.
In brief: a nicely self-contained puzzle game framed by a short story, based on combining objects in very specific ways. Lots of
trial-and-error, logical thinking is (sometimes) helpful. Balances frustration with a nice sense of reward - buy it if you like
figuring out how to build things.

Gameplay: At its core, TSMWM is a game about building things up. You start with a few fundamental pieces ("stars", which
unlock as the game progresses), and a playing field (the "Star-Seeing Basin") in which those pieces can evolve in different ways,
depending on where you put them and what other stars they're near. Throughout the game, you're given a number of tasks to
complete, each of which involves making a particular type of star or a constellation of stars. It's up to you to figure out how to
actually do that - you get some guidance from your in-game "teacher" and his book, but often it's all just trial and error,
especially late in the game. Of my ~48 hours in this game, about 1\/2 were spent trying to figure the combinations for the last 10
(of ~140) star types. This is often a frustrating process - I'd recommend taking frequent breaks. Despite that, it is a fun and
sometimes calming game to play, especially if you're into puzzles.

Story: The game's storyline is fairly brief - you meet the two leads, then the 4 characters for whom you complete tasks. Each of
them has 10 or so scenes, and then there are several "endgame" scenes when you're getting close to those last few stars. It's an
interesting story set in 1910s Japan with some mystical elements, and HAMOMORU IS ADORABLE. *ahem*

Visual and Sound: Like the story, fairly limited but done well. The characters are designed cleanly and are partially animated -
in that sense, TSMWM actually goes beyond most visual novels. There are also a few interesting visual quirks, like animations
on the characters' clothes. This game has a fairly unique art style overall, which I think adds to the "ethereal" mood. Same goes
for the soundtrack - the music usually doesn't stand out, but does a good job of conveying tone.. The game has yet nothing to
offer. No Content.

It's a multiplayer only game without players...

Maximum price in my opinion: 0,10\u20ac. Hmmm where to start, decent concept but poorly implimented. Tractor rock back
and forth like a baby carriage, impliments and loaded trailers have no effect on tractor performance at all. Field work is done at
like 30 km \/hr as there is no speed control or cruise control. Tractors accelerate like a high end sports car . turning takes way
big of radius espically gor a farm tractor designed to turn sharp for a reason.No wheel support at all , Never in my life have a
saw a combine unload over a pit without extending its auger , must have some new protoye bottom dump hopper i guess. Can
not unhook from the impliments in the tutorial unless your on the arrows in front of the next piece of equipment you need ,
obviously that was not tested thoroughly. Overall i would say a at bet a 3 out of 10 , that may change if they actually patch and
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support the game but UIG's track record seems to say thats a very remote possibilty but hopefully im wrong. Still have another
40 min of game time before the refund option expires , if they can patch or update it before the two week window passes I will
try it again and see if my opinion changes if not ill get a refund. My opinion on this would be to wait and see if they actually
support it and fix the issuses.. One of the best games from an indie developer I've ever seen. Would recommend!. One of the
most frustrating games I have ever played. Do not buy if you have anger issues.. arguable, rather yes than not, because of the
price
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this game is a great game,hope the sequal is more better should actually be a tillogy or ten of these.cant wait for merchendise of
the puppets in real life i give this game a 10\/10 hope markiplier, jacksecptice,lordminion77 plays this game.. Perfect for couch
party!!
addictive gameplay and heavy armored bosses.
it's a lot of fun when playing with friends (throwing stool at each other).

i recomend this game. This is bad. Please do not buy.

- No Controller
- No controls
- No settings
- Horrible UI
- 4 cars
- basically not even a racing game. This game is so bad it makes good look bad.... Reincarnation of famous C 64 's
Ghosts'n'Goblins ...

send more reincarnations of gaming golden era!. it's like poop on a stick, but wetter, and ♥♥♥♥♥ier.

nice boobs tho.

10/10. cool game!
. It is relatively pretty, and it filled my need for a brainless shooter. I enjoyed the drone mechanic, although it was very rarely a
useful feature. The AI can sometimes be clever, but the challenge is mostly based on an endless supply of cannon fodder that
seems to spawn out of closets and crates. The environment looks large, but an invisible wall prevents you from really taking
advantage of the landscape as much as you'd like. Lastly,and probably most importantly the single player mission is SHORT.
This is good only for about five hours of play. There's a small amount of replay-value, and I suppose the multiplayer and
langaming maps add a significant amount of value for players who are into that. For my uses, this is a game to be rescued from
the bargain bin, played for a weekend, then never opened again.
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